
LAW ON THE LESSER PANATHENAIA 

(PLATE 43) 

FRAGMENT of Pentelic marble, preserving part of a double moulding at the top, 
brought in from the vicinity of Evangelistria Street (Judeich, Topographie von 

A then2, Plan I, squares G 3-4) on May 27, 1938. 

Height, 0.326 m.; width, 0.37 m.; thickness, 0.111 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m., in a square chequer pattern of 0.0103 m. 
Inv. No. I 5477. 

Content, lettering and spacing all make it certain that we have here the top of 
I.G., 112, 334 (E. M. 7153). It will be seen that it contains a law relating to the 
financing of the Lesser Panathenaia. The old fragment contains a decree of the 
demos about the organization of the festival, apparently in amendment of a probou- 
leumca of the boule, which also must have stood on the stone, since lines 16-17 of the 
old fragment presuppose information which cannot have stood in our law. This 
combination of a law and a decree on the same stele is unparalleled, but is justified 
by the permanent nature of the provisions of the decree.1 

Unfortunately, although the length of the lines is certain, the horizontal position 
of the new fragment cannot be precisely fixed, since it has no edge to left or right. 
Broken surface extends to the right sufficiently to make it clear that there were at 
least five letters to the right of the last preserved letter, and I assume, for reasons 
which will appear, that there cannot have been many more. 

ST. 42 

['E **. * a.]pXovro7 
[ .]qC[ .4. . ]. 'APG-r0VtKoS 'Apt [0-ror7Xo] 
[vs MapaO0wtog EVTr]EV Tv7 ?It ayajt ro7 o' ov [rov'AO6] 

5 [vav, o7-c.w avhTnt] 'AOqvait -' Ova-ta cW)s KaXXLACT[7) 1t llava] 

[6qvatotg rot s] WtKpOtS Kat ,TpOCTo8oS cS TXE c[rn- yEvv] 
[-rat 1EpO7T0Oo] s, 8E8o0xOat roZt volioO6& [a] t[s )v ui,Ev] 

[NEav utrov'rw] o-av 8EKa -q,uEpatg TporEpov v[. ] 

[ot vwcXAprai UK]<a> E'7T7 Kala 8&KX-'p'av)a rch iolr[XE?rov] 
10 [8t&&vrt rCot vTp] orEpCt E'ret X wt avl 7) A.ANTI [. ] 

1 My thanks are due to B. D. Meritt for entrusting me with the publication, to E. Vanderpool 
for help with readings, and to M. I. Finley and A. M. Woodward for help and suggestions. 
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[..o .. In ]orO(&aZt EyyvqrTas Xap43dvov[ m. rovs 8] 
[e ;rTXqras7a Tf1] v IrE VTKOOT'l9V 0A7TWELV 7-nv EV rq [ Neat X] 
[pts rcv &'XXw] v. v T0V6E',LP VraivEl rpoypa64tE[v f8ovXAs] 
[4Epav E1S rifv pa,r04oo-6 v r n NEag 8tapp '8-&v [KaF rq, 'i] 

15 [Evr?7KoorT1q] 7V 'Tpatv Ts EXv 7 Ne'at XP . . .1. .pt 
[.~ 'irp6] u-o8og y&v-rat 8votv raXavro[w .6 

[ T]69~~V K -qlaT&v Twv Ev rnt NE'a[t] K[ ...... 

[1 x. ]pXEtv r& 'AOrqva1. rovro [ .........1 
Ilav]aO'ivaticv Trcv ,UKpWV 4[. 0t & a 

20 [To&KTat pe] p.tOPov avTo ELS TaV [Ta TOZ3 tepolToto] 

.1 ov 8' Eva Ka& Tof 17rpO [ ...... 1 . .. -.] 

[.1. ... ]at &sUOOVPV KaGO 1 [ ....... 
.1 

[... L. 7roiv 8&E Tapiav [ ..........] 
[ '.. .I .. OV7 T_Cr. 

' 
[ ............., 20] [ 

.3. ]ovAoro.[ 
. 

25 [... . ]...] 

COMMENTARY 

Line 2: The approximate date of the inscription has never been in doubt and 
receives confirmation from the name of the proposer of the law. It comes from the 
Lykourgan period of religious organization, and is unlikely to date before 336 or 
after 330. Within this period we can only be guided by considerations of spacing, 
and those so uncertain that I abstain from reproducing my calculations. I am 
inclined to say that, even if we restore as little as possible to the right of the fragment, 
that is, one letter less than I have allowed in my text, the shortest possible restoration 
[Es2 NtKq'Tov a']pXovrog (332/1) will still be a little too long to sit symmetrically in 
the center of the stele. If the line started fairly near the left-hand edge, still on the 
assumption that we have as little as possible to the right, 0'irX KT-KEOVq (334/3) 
and E'iX6 NtKOKPrTOV9 (333/2) will be a little too long, E&t llvo8oXov (336/5) and Eri 

Evatverov (334/4) a little too short. As the right-hand margin is moved out, 336/5 
and 335/4 become possible, as do the even shorter archons of 337/6 and 332/1. The 
archons of 331/0 and 330/29 are too long to come into consideration. The year 332/1 
has the attraction that during it similar provision for the financing of the Amphiareia 
was worked out by the atthidographer Phanodemos (S.I.G.3, 287, lines 10-16), but 
special conditions applied in Oropos and I am inclined to follow all previous editors 
and place this law rather earlier. The spacing I have adopted here allows the restora- 
tion of the archons of either 336/5 or 335/4. 

Line 3: Vanderpool and I are fairly confident that the letter in the seventeenth 
space is sigma of the straight type found in this inscription. The horizontal bottom 
stroke is clear, and there appears to be the start of a diagonal leaving its left end. 
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Neither of us would exclude the possibility of an unusually small delta, but consider 
it much less likely epigraphically. Sigma, however, cannot be fitted into any formula 
we have in the prescript of an Athenian law (cf. I.G., I,2 140, 244, 333; Hesperia, 
XXI, 1952, no. 5; Demosthenes, XXIV, 71). But the five prescripts we possess 
exhibit such diversity that we cannot claim to have an exhaustive list of possibilities, 
and, although delta will allow either a calendar date, e. g. [1K&pOkOpW5VOS 43]8[0I 

or an abbreviated prytany-indication [CIrt riq ... iSog 9JB]8[0 S [q],, I have thought it 
best to put in the text the most likely reading. 

Lines 3-4: 'ApLO-TovLKot 'Apt[Gc0roTeXovg Mapa0w'vtofj. About the demotic, there 
can be no doubt. This is P. A., 2028, the well-known politician of this period, known 
as a colleague of Lykourgos in 335/4 from I.G., 12, 1623, lines 280-282. It has 
always been likely, and I consider it certain, that he is to be identified with the 
Aristonikos of Alexis, frags. 125-126 (Kock), who is a noted vo,uoOE&, who, 
according to Alexis at any rate, is turning his attention to the fish-trade. I quote the 
most relevant passages: 

O1 7EYOVE KpElTT(V VO01 0C) T1o6 TOVi rAovriov 
'AputrrovtKov . ....... 

01) 7E7 a'OVE o' I.LEvTCtGTT0)V(Kpr1ol OVO EL ov y4EyovE pET oA Ept@ OVE tS 

'AptcrToviKOv v0Jk0OECT g TaT aXXa yap 
VEVOl'0p0ETtKE woTXXca Kat TravTota 3n, 
PVVt TE KaEvov euT4 epet vo4ov Ttva. 

It is satisfying to find a real law proposed by Aristonikos. Like Eukrates, the 
proposer of the first law published from these excavations (Hesperia, XXI, 1952, 
no. 5), he came to an unpleasant end, and he is linked with him by Lucian (Demosthenis 
Enconiium, 31). 

For the patronymic, I have adopted a suggestion made to me by A. M. Woodward. 
Despite the size of the deme, political families from Marathon are rare, and it is 
extremely tempting to see the father of Aristonikos as Aristoteles (P.A. 2065), 
proposer of I.G., II2, 43, the foundation-charter of the Athenian confederacy, and 
active precisely a generation earlier. There are, of course, other names in 'Apt-ro- 
which fit equally well, but the probability that a rich colleague of Lykourgos will be 
found to have a prominent father is considerable enough to justify the admission of the 
conjecture to the text. 

Line 4: ri7-jt ayaGit. The reverse order is more usual (Hesperia, XXI, 1952, 
no. 5, line 5; I.G., I2, 244, line 2), but there are ample parallels, even one from Aris- 
tonikos' putative father (I.G., 12, 43, line 7). 

Line 5: I was at first inclined to read another letter, ds KcXto-ra ['t], and 
there is of course ample evidence for the construction, but the trace seems to lie too 
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far to the left, and I think I have been misled by a scratch. I therefore prefer 
KaXXWt?T[] (cf. S.I.G.3, 287, lines 13-14 otwc av - rC 7TEPET7)ptL9 w KaXXW-rvq) ytyv7-rat). 

Line 6: [llavaaOvatiotg tots u]tKpoZs and compare line 19. This is a surprising 
variation in terminology, since the old fragment (line 32) uses the term ra llavaOHrvata 
Ta KaT. evtavTov. It is clear that Deubner (Attische Feste, p. 23) was wrong to 
conclude from this and from Harpokration s.v. that Ta KaT' Evitavrov was the official 
terminology, against Lysias, XXI, 2 and Menander frag. 428 (Koerte), which use 

tKpa. If the nomothetai use one form and the demos another, there can be no official 
terminology. 

Lines 6-7: For the thought, compare again S.I.G.3, 287, lines 13-16. Line 16, 
as well as the whole subject matter, makes it clear that inpo&oSo0 here means ' revenue.' 
This makes [i-oZs tEpol Z a nmuch less likely restoration than [1EpOITOCo] Zg. For these 
hieropoioi, see the old fragment, line 6, with Kirchner's note, which rests on Ziehen, 
Rh. Mus., LI, 1896, p. 212. 

Lines 7-11: I take it that these lines order the leasing of the NEa, for which a 
special meeting of the boule is ordered in lines 13-14. If this is so, it is most likely 
that the reference to the NEa will stand first in the sentence, ;xnd I do not see that 
] u-av is likely to be anything but the end of the late form of the third person plural 
imperative (cf. I.G., 12, 204, line 47, of 352/1, for a fourth-century epigraphic use 
of this form). There is of course no reason to try to find room for the eccentric 
mixed form pt-Oovvrwoav of I.G., 12, 1241, line 52. 

What is the NEa? In Theophrastos, De Causis PFantarum, III, 20, 7, the sense 
is clearly the same as in the cognate veLos or voE6, land which is being rested from 
cereals and planted with some kind of pulse, as a modification from the ordinary two- 
year cycle. The word comes twice in leases. In one, S.I.G.3, 963, lines 45-46 (Arke- 
sine), it seems that the ground contains an area of v'c already, which the tenant is 
required to dig up, for line 8, though the reading and interpretation are uncertain, 
seems to make the use of this method in the future optional. In I.G., 112, 2493, lines 
7-9, the situation is rather different, since the tenant is to be compelled to keep a 
quarter of his ground in this condition, leaving a quarter completely fallow, and there 
is a near parallel in the I.G., 12, 1241, lines 21-23, where the word does not appear, 
but where the tenant has always to leave half the land uncultivated for cereals, but 
can use his judgment about how much he will sow with pulse. Having said so much, 
I hope it is now clear that we must be dealing with something rather different here 
and that Liddell-Scott-Jones is wrong to include I.G., I2, 334, line 17 as an example 
of the basic use of the word, since no one could have been expected to pay a large 
rent for ground which could only be sown with pulse. I therefore assume that the Nea 
must be a specific and well-known area of state-owned land, which may have been put 
under this form of cultivation to restore it, and I have given it a capital letter. It must 
have been fairly considerable in size, since we learn from line 17 of the old fragment 
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that its leasing fetched 41 mnai. No Attic rent is anywhere near as large as this; the 
only comparable figure is 7110 dr. for all the sacred land on Rheneia in 432 (Tod, 
Greek Historical Inscriptions, no. 54, line 24) and perhaps we should not be too ready 
to assume from its name that its value was only for cultivation. 

A solution for the end of line 8, which will provide us with the exact date required, 
should be easy to find, but I have failed to find a satisfactory one, either with the nu, 
which seems to me the more likely reading, or with mu, which, though malformed, 
would be possible. I offer as a remote possibility N [eLEo-icov] (cf. J. Pouilloux, 
Forteresse de Rhamnonte, no. 15, line 28). The Nea would then presumably be in the 
neighborhood of Rhamnous. 

Lines 9-10: [8EK] <a> E'T&q. It is with some reluctance that I assume a mistake in 
cutting (for the first letter of line 9 certainly has no crossbar) in order to support 
a restoration. But I can make nothing of A ET H; a term of years is certainly required, 
and ten years is the duration of state leases of temene (Cf. Ath. Pol., 47, 4). 

KaTaT 8&KX7)ptaav. This is the first instance of 8&KXqpt'a in Greek. I do not see that 
it can mean anything but 'in two sections,' and this seems to be confirmed by the 
appearance of uo-Ocwrat in the plural in line 11. 

IT-L ri X [ XEZLO-iov &8t86vrt]. Cf. I.G., I2, 2492, line 36. 
The end of line 10 is completely bewildering, but Vanderpool and I are in complete 

agreement on the readings and regard even the nu as nearly certain. Various sug- 
gestions, presupposing greater or lesser mistakes in cutting, have been made in 
conversation or correspondence, but none of them gives any kind of sense. The two 
most promising, '? aX[X]aKt[K'] and - (a)8a[ru]avcr[v-)] will suffice to show how 
far we are from an interpretation. A subjunctive like yvp-rac will be required to 
complete the subordinate clause,2 and the amount of space available makes it unlikely 
that [pt]o-0cwraq EyyYV)r&a Xasqu,3a6vov[orc] is anything but a curiously curt phrase in 

apposition to r-)t ro' T[XElorTOV O8OOVT]. For Xa.a3avEwV Eyyvp-qrv cf. Demosthenes, 
XXXIII, 7, which is not an exact parallel, since there it is the creditor who is the 
subject of Xac,La'VEW. We would expect rather some form of KaOto0-rj1tu, but I can think 
of no way of turning the sentence. 

Lines 11-13: Taken together with line 15, these lines must certainly indicate -that 
the TEv1qfKOo-r7) on the Nea is to be farmed. I have no wish to embark here on a re- 
examination of the Athenian taxation-system, and therefore curtail my references 
to modern literature, but this information suggests that such a re-examination is 
certainly desirable. The general view, held, for example, by Boeckh, Francotte, Busolt- 
Swoboda and Andreades, which brings all references to a TEV17qKO T in Attica under 
the single heading of a 2% import and export tax, as described in various forms by 
the lexicographers, and as seen in operation in Demosthenes, XXXIV, 7, XXXV, 

2 Woodward suggests that another estate is named here and the subjunctive is Outo07t. 
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29-30, will certainly not cover this case. Nor is it certain that all the other references 
should be so interpreted. The ITEVTY)KOO-T4 farmed first by Agyrrhios and then by 
Andokides around 400 (Andokides, 1, 133), may or may not have been such a tax. 
The 7TEVnrKOCTY) TroV ctTov of 368 (Demosthenes, LIX, 27), which involved a separate 
farming-operation of its own, may have been a tax on imported corn or it may have 
been a produce-tax on home-grown corn. We are too easily inclined to think that a 
produce-tax disappeared from Attica with the Peisistratids. Such a tax may be the 
explanation of the mysterious 8EKa6p- of the first Kallias Decree (A.T.L., II, D 1, 
line 7). Other passages which may have to be borne in mind include the neglected 
Demosthenes, XXIV, 120, which certainly seems to imply that some people were 
farming rTa 8EKa6Ta rqlg OEOV cKat ras VETE-7KooTaLg TCov ackXXV OEWv, and I.G., IJ2, 404, 
line 16 (a produce-tax extended to Keos?). All that can be said now of the passage 
before us is that the lVEvr1KoG-'r on the Nea is not an import-tax, and is quite possibly 
a produce-tax. It seems also that this tax covers a wider area than the Nea, but that 
the tax on the Nea is to be farmed separately, in order to make it easier to earmark it 
for the Panathenaia, but, in default of a satisfactory restoration for the end of line 15, 
my restoration here [xwp't r6v a'Aco]v (sc. rTEvfr-)Ko-rWrv) is by no means certain. 
To farm a tax to be collected from two people is odd procedure, but need imply no more 
than demanding an itemized bid from the general farmers. 

Line 13: rpoypdaE [v fiovX1s eg8pav] I have not yet found a parallel for the 
complete phrase, but in I.G., 12, 244 it is a certain restoration in lines 36-37 and a 
likely one in line 9. Something like it seems to be required here, cf. Ath. Pol., 47, 2. 
Perhaps, alternatively, rpoypdaE [ v E'V n3j 8 IOVX 

' Kact v p,4oOcoo-tv (Woodward). 

Line 14: 8&app'8&qv. The restoration here may arouse legitimate doubts. It seems 
to give &tappi8&qv a sense much nearer 'exclusively' than its normal 'explicitly,' but, 

when I.G., 112, 244, line 9, wishes to say this, it has aviTo Kac aaro. What it ought to 

mean is that the prytaneis shall give this operation a special item on the agenda, instead 
of including it among other FuLO-O&%-Etg, but the parallels (Lysias, XXXI, 27; Demos- 
thenes, XX, 133) for the word standing on its own and not in close association with a 
word of stating, witnessing, allowing or forbidding are hardly close. But the 
alternative, to suppose that we should imagine a comma before the word and take it 
with a participle in line 15 beginning with Xcpt[ has not yet for me yielded any 
restoration which fits or makes sense. 

Lines 16 ff.: My original approach was to suppose that line 16 fixes a reserve- 
price below which the leasing of the land and the farming of the two-per-cent tax 
should not be sold. But since we learn from lines 16-17 of the old fragnment that the 
Nea was in the event leased for only 4100 drachmai, this makes Aristonikos absurdly 
unrealistic. Woodward would meet this difficulty by supposing that the other estate 
he hypothesizes for line 10 was referred to also in lines 17-18. Our combined sug- 
gestions for lines 15-18 would then run: 
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Xopt [acrowav], 
a iTp6]ro-os8o yEvat 8voWv racXwTo [V Ka T 'v 

[avTov aqra ]WV KTr-i16amv rwv Ev riqt NE'a[&] K[cL] a rj .... ] 

[. . . (rTE vIraT]pXEtv r 'AOqva&t rovro [ro apyvptov ...] 

It is however doubtful if this version really provides enough space for the second 

estate, nor is it easy to find a satisfactory continuation. Finley points out that there 

is no satisfactory parallel for fixing a reserve-price in these terms, and would prefer 

an alternative approach, providing for the contingency that too much money would 

come in from the lease. Something along these lines might then be possible: 

xcp"T [s 1v 4'XX] 

(tV. Eav 8E 'WTpO] (0OO YEPv-Tat 8voW TacaVTO [wV Kara EL v 
camov a4roW T] Xv KTqlJanvTW TCv Ev T NE'a [L] K [caL rs 7TEV] 

[qKoo-r-, v'TraT] pXEtv r& 'AO-va&. 

But unless some phrase expressing a surplus can be found to replace K[a t T7s irevT 

7jKOO-TrJs] the result is curt and obscure, though the distinction between two funds, 
that of the hieropoioi and Athena's own, might be clear enough. 

My feeling is that there ought to be a full stop after 'AqWva&t. I have considered 

the possibility of continuing the sentence rov3 r6 [rov], but this is hardly an official 

word, and is used of a district in Attica only in the rather colloquial passage, 

Demnosthenes, XXI, 158. Tov TO[KOV] is of course out of place here. The trouble with 

roiho is that both it and av'T6 in line 20 suggest that some word like apyvptov has 

come before, and I can think of no way of introducing it into lines 17-18 without 

involving the absurdity mentioned above. rorVTo [8E KaTa,/a3XXEtv j a&t' 'Tp rO Hav] aOrqvakiv 
TCi'V LL&KpCt r- -] would be satisfactory enough for lines 18-19, if the lengthened form 
atEt be admitted as late as this. The sentence will be completed either with those 

making the payment or with those to whom they pay it. In any case, some reference 

to the apodektai is indispensible in the gap of lines 19-20, for the first letter of line 20 

is a nearly certain rho, which implies [,uE]p&p,6vrwv and it would be perverse to separate 

them from their normal function. 

Tavra in line 20 presumably refers to the Panathenaia. The rest seems quite 

hopeless. In line 22, it seems difficult to see anything but what would be, I think, the 

first appearance of Kaco in epigraphic Attic. In lines 23-24 there seems to be a 

reference to the Tap4t"a rW^V 0rpartorutKWV, who has functions connected with leases 

(Ath. Pol., 47, 2), but it does not seem possible to resolve line 24 with any certainty. 

I hope that the difficulties in this document will receive attention from others 

and that more satisfactory solutions will be reached. It seems to me a document of 

considerable importance. Our knowledge of Athenian financial procedure as laid down 
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by v4 ot is still extremely slight. Demosthenes, XXIV, 96-98 and Ath. Pol., 48 give us 
some foundation for an account of the law on the ,uEpt&O16s, and the need for a v6,os 
to establish new and permanent financial obligations has long been known from such 
passages as I.G., I12, 222, lines 41-46, S.I.G.3, 298, lines 39-45.3 What is new here, 
besides the fact of actually having an instance of the nomothetai at work on financial 
matters, is the earmarking of specific sources of revenue for a specific purpose.4 Even 
at a lower level than that of the state, I.G., IJ2, 1172 is not an exact parallel, for 
there-the deme is merely making sure that it has a regular income, out of which it 
hopes to fulfill all its religious obligations. The concept of making sure that there are 
specific funds for a specific purpose seems quite new in Athenian public finance. The 
need to do this in this case seems to arise from the date of the Panathenaia, towards 
the end of the first prytany of the year. Admittedly, the biggest inflow of Athenian 
revenue came in the ninth prytany (Ath. Pol., 47, 4), but this was probably followed 
by the biggest out-payments. At the end of the tenth prytany, officials would have to 
be paid off and deficits might have to be met on certain funds. At the beginning of 
the first prytany, floats would have to be provided for the new boards. The Pana- 
thenaia would fall a little later than these big demands on the revenue, and in a bad 
year there might not be enough to meet the proper demands of the festival. I suspect 
that we find this happening as early as the last years of the Peloponnesian War. In 
415 the tamiai hand over 9 talents to the hellenotamiai for the athlothetai of the Lesser 
Panathenaia.5 The payment is indicated by E8avEtEoa[cL[Ev], not by 1TapE'8o,ev, and, 
despite the doubts of Meyer,6 this ought to indicate a difference in the circumstances 
of the payment. That difference consists, I suggest, in the lack of precedent for the 
payment. The Panathenaia would normally be financed out of ordinary revenue, but 
in this case the ordinary revenue was not in a position to meet what may have been 
an extraordinary demand. The payment was made out of what was technically the 
wrong fund, and E8avEtOcqa,Ev, I think, expresses this.7 Similar payments follow in 410 
(I.G., 12, 304, lines 5-6) and 405 (I.G., 2 ,305, lines 8-9). 

But the possibility of such a crisis is most clearly documented in the fourth 
century by Demosthenes, XXIV, 26-29. There is some uncertainty as to whether we 
are dealing with the Lesser or the Greater Panathenaia here, since, although Dionysios 
of Halikarnassos (Ad Ammaeum, I, 4) dates the speech to 353/2, there is a case for 

See, most recently, for the whole topic, A. H. M. Jones, Athenian Democracy, pp. 102-103. 
4 But compare Isokrates, Areopagiticus, 27, where he seems to complain that, while lavish 

state-aid is given to C"irrToC fopTat, some traditional sacrifices are forced to depend on fxLaTGw4aTa. 
5 I.G., I2, 302, lines 56-58. The amount seems large, and it may have been thought that a 

lavish celebration was in order after the departure of the great fleet and the political troubles of 
the year. For an alternative view of this and the later payments, see Davison, J.H.S., LXXVIII, 

1958, pp. 32-33. 
6 Forschungen zur Alte Geschichte, II p. 135, note 1. 
7 Cf. the later similar use of rpoSaveltw, S.I.G.3, 298, line 39, I.G., JI2, 330, line 62. 
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354/3,8 which would imply the Greater Panathenaia. Whatever the truth is about 
this, the meeting of the nomothetai which gave rise to the speech was originally 
occasioned by an alleged crisis, discovered seventeen days before the festival, about 
its financing. The nomothetai were summoned 6fnco av ta Epa 6Vqrat KaL L 8&7oLK77c0TL 

?KcXP77 wyEP7)Tc KcU et' TLPOs EI8E irFp?s r Hala6va&a 8Oo&K7)Of. Demosthenes alleges that 
there was in fact no crisis and says that no one proposed any law to meet the crisis. 
The second statement must be true, and it is difficult to think of any law which would 
have met such a crisis in time for that year's festival. But it is hard to think of the 
crisis as anything but a fact; it must have at least seemed plausible that the &dK CrtoS 

would not be able to meet the demands of the festival. Timokrates could have related 
his law to the crisis by claiming that he was making sure that adequate revenues to 
carry the 8to&oK7)o- over its crisis period did at least come in during the ninth prytany. 
Demosthenes stands the solution on its head, and complains (paragraphs 98-99) that 
the result will be that no money will come in until the ninth prytany and that there will 
be a shortage of money during the rest of the year. 

Twenty years later the possibilities of such a crisis are still before Aristonikos, 
and, to protect the Panathenlaia, he devises the solution of earmarking specific revenues 
for it. It seems likely that there was a separate law for the Greater Panathenaia, and 
that other income besides the revenue from the Nea was provided for it. Our stone 
continued with general regulations for the conduct of the festival, laid down by 
normal assembly procedure, after the result of the leasing of the Nea was known. 
I have little to add on I.G., 12, 334. There is a later text in S.I.G.3, 271, with a small 
correction in line 31 and a restoration contrary to the traces on the stone in line 30. 
The standard discussion is now Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 24-26. There is an 
important note on the disputed restoration in line 10 by C. J. Herington, Athena 
Parthenos and Athena Polias, p. 31. 

DAVID M. LEWIS 
CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD 

8 B.S.A., XLIX, 1954, p. 32. 



PLATE 43 

Face A Agora I 3183 Face B 

DAVID M. LEWIS: ATTIC MANUMISSIONS 

DAVID M. LEIS: LAW ONTHE LESSERPANATHENAI 

DAVID M. LEWIS: LAW ON THE LESSER PANATHENAIA 
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